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This is the first of a seven book series, with additional self-care journals due 
for release in time for the Christmas 2019 market.

Cat Coluccio is a qualified educator, personal trainer and life coach with a passion to see 
people empowered to ROCK their lives. both in and out of the workplace. She is a vibrant 
and dynamic international communicator who delivers presentations that are both inspiring 
and full of practical take-aways that bring value long after she has left the stage.

Cat is especially passionate about seeing women break through gender and age barriers, and 
has built a dynamic online community to support this mission. Her business page has grown 
to over 50,000 followers and her vibrant new group Rocking Midlife has over 5,200 members 
from all around the world.
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Indie Experts: Leaders in non-fiction publishing services for extraordinary authors who  
speak, train, and change the world – or at least their special corner of it!
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21 Hacks to Rock Your Life
Stop Procrastinating, Do THAT THING and Live  
a Life On-Purpose!
Cat Coluccio

Written in Cat’s unique and entertaining style, 21 Hacks is the guide 
to help you take control of your life. By focusing on seven areas 
including the mind, environment, health, time and work.
Cat’s 30+ years of educating, coaching and training people from 
various industries have contributed to the creation of her unique 
Rocking your Workplace training program. Having seen how many 
business owners struggle to keep their teams productive, instead 
of simply focusing on time management techniques, as many 
other trainers do, Cat provides interactive workshops utilising 
evidence-based research that addresses the core of productivity:  
the individual’s mental, physical and relational wellbeing.

Hack #1  Visualization
Hack #2   Do NOT multitask!
Hack #3   Just S.T.O.P.!
Hack #4   Clear the clutter!
Hack #5   Ditch the open space office
Hack #6   Block the noise!
Hack #7  Ditch the snooze button!
Hack #8   Move that nody!
Hack #9   Nourish yourself !
Hack #10   Drink that water!
Hack #11   Clear the forest so you 
                        can see the trees

Hack #12   Map your wheel of life
Hack #13   Knock off the hard stuff  first!
Hack #14   Use a timer!
Hack # 15   Find your pedestal
Hack #16   Stablish your boundaries
Hack #17   Choose your mood
Hack #18   Implement systems
Hack #19   Create your dream team
Hack #20   Intentional action
Hack #21   Start today!

Coming Soon


